
Features
 JBL Signature Sound
 True Adaptive Noise Cancelling with 

Smart Ambient
 40 (10+30) hours of playback with 

wireless charging
 6 mics for perfect calls with zero noise
 Oval TubesTM for better comfort, isolation 

and bass
 Dual Connect & Sync with Multi-Point 

Connection
 Touch & voice control
 IPX5 water resistant 
 JBL Headphones App

Listen and be heard. All day, everywhere.
Stay in the groove all day long with stylish companions for work and play. JBL Live Pro 2 
earbuds deliver up to 40 hours of incredible JBL Signature Sound (with 10 hours in the 
earbuds + 30 hours in the case), speed charging, and Qi-compatible wireless charging for 
when your batteries need a boost. True Adaptive Noise Cancelling eliminates distractions to 
give you totally immersive audio, while Smart Ambient keeps you alert to your surroundings. 
The stick closed design with Oval TubesTM and oval silicone tips ensure better noise 
cancellation and enhanced audio quality for those who prefer a cleaner aesthetic. Got 
something to say? Make clear, perfect calls with 6 beamforming mics or access your 
preferred voice assistant for seamless hands-free control and connection wherever life’s 
adventures take you.

True wireless Noise Cancelling earbuds
LIVE PRO2
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Features and Benefits 
JBL Signature Sound
Nothing beats incredibly clear music and calls from 11mm dynamic drivers powered by  
JBL Signature Sound.

True Adaptive Noise Cancelling with Smart Ambient
True Adaptive Noise Cancelling automatically adjusts to your surroundings, eliminating distractions 
for better sound wherever you are. Or use Smart Ambient when you need to focus on your 
environment, all without removing your earbuds.

40 (10+30) hours of playback with wireless charging
Never miss a moment with 40 hours of Qi-compatible battery life (including 10 hours in the earbuds 
+ 30 hours in the case). Need a boost? Just 15 minutes of Speed Charge gives you another four 
hours of playtime—fast.

6 mics for perfect calls with zero noise
Six beamforming microphones reduce wind and noise interference so your words always come 
through loud and clear. And with VoiceAware, you can choose how much of your own voice to hear 
by controlling the amount of mic input routed back into your earbuds.

Oval TubesTM for better comfort, isolation and bass
Better shape, better sound. That’s why JBL designed these headphones with Oval TubesTM and 
oval silicon tips for a perfectly snug fit. The stick closed design with oval tubes ensure better noise 
cancellation and enhanced audio quality for those who prefer a cleaner aesthetic.

Dual Connect & Sync with Multi-Point Connection
Phone call in the middle of your favorite show? No problem. With Multi-Point Connection, you can 
quickly and easily switch your headphone input from one Bluetooth device to another. You’ll also 
enjoy quick, effortless pairing with any Android device as you shift between mono and stereo and 
your left, right, or both earbuds.

Touch & voice control
Activate the JBL Live Pro 2’s features with the ease of touch control. Or simply speak up to activate 
your Hey Google (*) or Alexa (**).
(*) Only supported on Android (**) Android 6.0 or higher is required for full access to Alexa features when using this device.

IPX5 water resistant
Whether you’re hitting the gym or caught in the rain, you won’t have to worry. IPX5 certification 
means JBL Live Pro 2 headphones are water resistant.

JBL Headphones App
The dedicated app lets you select listening modes, adjust ANC or smart ambient  
levels, customize controls, and maximize comfort and audio quality—so you can  
always listen your way. You can also optimize the EQ curve while Voice Prompts in  
your own language help you to navigate through the features.

What’s in the box:
1 x JBL Live Pro 2 earbuds
1 x 3 sizes of ear tips 
1 x Type-C USB charging cable
1 x Charging case
1 x Warranty/Warning (W/!)
1 x Product QSG/Safety Sheet (S/i) 

Technical specifications:
		Driver size: 11mm/0.43" Dynamic Driver
		Power supply: 5V 1A
		Earbud: 4.8g per pc (9.6g combined)/ 

0.01 lbs per pc (0.02 lbs combined)
		Charging case: 48.4g/0.106 lbs
		Earbud battery type: Lithium-ion Battery 

(65mAh/3.85V)
		Charging case battery type: Lithium-ion 

Battery (580mAh/3.8V)
		Charging time: 2 hrs from empty
		Wireless charging time: 4 hrs from empty
		Music playtime with BT on and ANC off:  

Up to 10 hrs
		Music playtime with BT on and ANC on:  

Up to 8 hrs
		Music playtime with BT on and True Adaptive 

ANC on: Up to 6 hrs
		Frequency response: 20Hz – 20kHz
		Impedance: 16 ohm
		Sensitivity: 105dB SPL@1kHz
		Maximum SPL: 93dB
		Microphone sensitivity: -38dBV/Pa@1kHz
		Number of microphones: 6
		Bluetooth version: 5.2
		Bluetooth profile version: A2DP V1.3,  

AVRCP V1.6, HFP V1.7
		Bluetooth transmitter frequency range:  

2.4GHz – 2.4835GHz
		Bluetooth transmitter power: <12dBm EIRP
		Bluetooth transmitter modulation:  

GFSK, π/4 QPSK, 8DPSK
		Maximum operation temperature: 45°C
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